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There are plenty of visions for greened buildings and integrated
vertical communities. But successful outcomes, rooted to their
urban and ecological contexts for longevity, are not so easy to
come by. The need to think three-dimensionally and
systematically about green urban environments was a point
raised repeatedly by the architects and landscape architects who
spoke at the ‘Dense and Green Building Typologies’ symposium.

 

Richard Hassell, Co-Founding Director of WOHA, discussed the
value of ‘Prototypology’ in architecture. There’s a negative loop,
he said. Planners want to be conservative in their proposals for
the sake of attracting developers. But later, if someone wants to
innovate, they’re faced with an enshrined master plan of old
twentieth-century ideas. Conceiving of projects as prototypes, as
WOHA does, helps planners conceive alternatives, he suggested.

He also emphasised the need to think of architecture during city
planning – not just two dimensions. He emphasised the
importance of air movement and a multi-layered breathing city –
especially in the tropics. And he raised the need for broad
acceptance that occasionally, green buildings will look scrappy.
“We accept this on the ground. Why not on buildings?” he asked.

Dr Ken Yeang, Executive Director at T.R. Hamzah & Yeang,
proposed the re-making of our built environment in the mode of
nature – bringing nature into the city in an interconnected way
(bio-integration). He suggested that we should “not just integrate
the building, but integrate the hinterland, so that nature becomes
whole again.”

 

Franklin Po, Chairman of PODesign (assisted by Tierra Design) ran
through past projects including his first foray into vertical
greenery with narrow grass cells on a wall at The Loft (with W
Architects). Siew Man Kok, Chairman and Founding Director of
MKPL Architects, discussed how risk aversion blocks a lot of
possibilities for how we develop and can enjoy our environment.
He expressed the possibility of a future of connected super high-
rises with forest terraces. Manuel Der Hagopian, Partner and Co-
Founder of group8asia, discussed his project Punggol Waterway
Terraces and how its stepped forms are reminiscent of
landscapes. He described the section as “an erosion.”

Henry Stead, the Director of ICN Design International, discussed
pragmatic matters and the fact that implementing greenery in
buildings is not as easy as it looks. He called for deep coordination
between consultants during the planning phase so that effective
design, use and maintenance of green areas will be prioritised. He
voiced his hope that the prescribed percentages of the
Landscape Replacement Area policy will be surpassed.

Ryan Shubin, an Associate and Landscape Architect at Ramboll
Studio Dreiseitl, talked about that firm’s “obsession with water”
and how it interacts with landscape. It can be an inspiration for
beauty and a form of logic in landscapes and the natural system,
he said. But often, water is considered as a piece of infrastructure,
like a road. He suggested that rather, we need to “catch up the
urban fabric with the water logic that happens in natural systems,”
and to catch up with climate change.

Urban fabric tends to have an abundance of runoff. More of a
natural system will result in a less severe water peak (flood), he
suggested. He then discussed his firm’s work on projects such as
Kampung Admiralty (with WOHA; look out for a project feature in
the December issue of Cubes #89) where a vertical water-
cleansing system was created within the landscape that drapes
over the building. The cleansed water is used for irrigating the
gardens, saving (according to the firm’s calculations) 4.1 million
litres of tap water per year.

Prof. Dr Christophe Girot, Chair of Landscape Architecture at ETH
Zurich, drew attention to the distinction between discourse and
the realities of context, scale, hierarchy and connection when it
comes to vertical greening. “Systemic-level observation is
urgently required,” he said. Natural infrastructures need to be as
continuous as roads to avoid blockages, he said. Flow, linkage and
connection to the wider environment are needed.

Read about government perspectives of ‘dense and green’ and
real estate/client perspectives in our previous symposium recap
articles here and here.

The symposium was organised by the ‘Dense and Green Building
Typologies’ research group at the Future Cities Laboratory at the
Singapore-ETH Centre. The group is led by Prof Dr Thomas
Schroepfer from SUTD and Prof Dr Sacha Menz from ETH Zurich.
The symposium was held on 30 August 2017 at the URA Centre.
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